
A Annotating Gaps: Data Collection

We first identify relevant facts for questions and
then collect annotations for fact-answer gap, given
the relevant fact. However, straightforward ap-
proaches to annotate all questions led to noisy la-
bels. To improve annotation quality, we identified
question subsets most suitable for this task and
split the fact-answer gap annotation into two steps.

Fact Relevance. The OpenBookQA dataset pro-
vides the core science fact used to create the ques-
tion. However, in 20% of the cases, while the core
science fact inspired the question, it is not needed
to answer the question (Mihaylov et al., 2018). We
also noticed that often multiple facts from the open
book can be relevant for a question. So we first
create an annotation task to identify the relevant
facts from a set of retrieved facts. Also to ensure
that there is a gap between the fact and the correct
answer, we select facts that have no word over-
lap with the correct choice or have overlap with
multiple answer choices. This ensures that the fact
alone can not be trivially used to answer the ques-
tion.

We ask Turkers to annotate these retrieved facts
as (1) are they relevant to the question and (2) if
relevant, do they point to a unique answer. We
introduced the second category after noticing that
some generic facts can be relevant but not point to
a specific answer making identifying the knowl-
edge gap impossible. E.g. The fact: “evaporation
is a stage in the water cycle process” only elim-
inates one answer option from “The only stage
of the water cycle process that is nonexistent is
(A) evaporation (B) evaluation (C) precipitation
(D) condensation”. For each question, we selected
facts that were marked as relevant and unique by
at least two out of three turkers.

Knowledge Gap. In the second round of data
collection, we asked Turkers to write the facts
connecting the relevant fact to the correct answer
choice. We restricted this task to Masters level
Turkers with 95% approval rating and 5000 ap-
proved hits. However, we noticed that crowd-
source workers would often re-state part of the
knowledge mentioned in the original fact or di-
rectly connect the question to the answer. This
issue was also mentioned by the authors of Open-
BookQA who also noticed that the additional facts
were ”noisy (incomplete, over-complete, or only
distantly related)” (Mihaylov et al., 2018). E.g.

for the question: “In the desert, a hawk may en-
joy an occasional (A) coyote (B) reptile (C) bat
(D) scorpion“ and core fact: “hawks eat lizards”,
one of the turk-authored additional fact: “Hawks
hunt reptiles which live in the desert” is sufficient
to answer the question on its own.

We also noticed that questions with long answer
choices often have multiple fact-answer gaps lead-
ing to complex annotations, e.g. “tracking time”
helps with “measuring how many marshmallows I
can eat in 10 minutes”. Collecting knowledge gaps
for such questions and common-sense knowledge
to capture these gaps are interesting directions of
future research. We instead focus on questions
where the answer choices have at most two non-
stopword tokens. We refer to this subset of ques-
tions in OpenBookQA as OBQA-Short, which still
forms more than 50% of the OpenBookQA set.
This subset also forms the target question set of
our approach.

Further to simplify this task, we broke the task
of identifying the required knowledge into two
steps (shown in Figure 7 in Appendix): (1) iden-
tify key terms in the core fact that could answer the
question, and (2) identify the relationship between
these terms and the correct answer choice. For key
terms, we asked the Turkers to select spans from
the core fact itself, to the extent possible. For the
relation identification, we provided a list of rela-
tions and asked them to select all the relations that
hold between the key term and the correct choice
but do not hold for the incorrect answer choices.
Based on our analysis, we picked nine most com-
mon relations: {causes, definedAs, enables, isa,
located in, made of, part of, provides, synonym
of} and their inverses (except synonymy).16 If
none of these relations were valid, they were al-
lowed to enter the relation in a text box.

We note that the goal of this effort was to collect
supervision for a subset of questions to guide the
model and show the value of minimal annotation
on this task. We believe our approach can be use-
ful to collect annotations on other question sets as
well, or can be used to create a challenge dataset
for this sub-task. Moreover, the process of col-
lecting this data revealed potential issues with col-
lecting annotations for knowledge gaps and also
inspired the design of our two-step QA model.

16These relations were also found to be important by prior
approaches (Clark et al., 2014; Khashabi et al., 2016; Jansen
et al., 2016, 2018) in the science domain.



Figure 7: Interface provided to Turkers to annotate the missing fact. Entering the answer span from the fact,
metal, in this example, automatically populates the interface with appropriate statements. The valid statements are
selected by Turkers and capture the knowledge gap.

Figure 8: Basic Instructions for the task



Figure 9: Instructions for complex examples



Question: 

What boils at the boiling point? 
(A) Kool-Aid (B) Cotton (C) Paper towel (D) Hair

Fact:

boiling point means temperature above which a liquid boils

Figure 10: Visualization of the models behavior with the predicted span, top predicted relation, and the top fact
used by model. The heat map shows the confidence of the model for all the relations for each input sentence (first
five) and ConceptNet sentencized tuple (last but one) and the back-off tuple (last one) to capture the knowledge in
the embeddings.

B Implementation Details

We implement all our models in Pytorch (Paszke
et al., 2017) using the AllenNLP (Gardner et al.,
2017) toolkit. We also used the AllenNLP im-
plementation of the BiDAF model for span pre-
diction. We use 300D 840B Glove (Pennington
et al., 2014) embeddings and use 200 dimensional
hidden representations for the BiLSTM shared be-
tween all inputs (each direction uses 100 dimen-
sional hidden vectors). We use 100 dimensional
representations for the relation prediction, Rj .
Each feedforward network, FF is a 2-layer net-
work with relu activation, 0.5 dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014), 200 hidden dimensions on the first
layer and no dropout on the output layer with lin-
ear activation. We use a variational dropout (Gal
and Ghahramani, 2016) of 0.2 in all the BiL-
STMs. The relation prediction loss is scaled by
λ = 1. We used the Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) optimization with initial lr = 0.001 and
a learning rate scheduler that halves the learn-
ing rate after 5 epochs of no change in QA ac-
curacy. We tuned the hyper-parameters and per-
formed early stopping based on question answer-
ing accuracy on the validation set. Specifically,
we considered {50, 100, 200} dimensional repre-
sentations, λ ∈ {0.1, 1, 10}, retrieving {10, 20}
knowledge tuples and {[x - y; x*y], [x, y]} com-
bination functions for

⊗
during the development

of the model. The baseline models were devel-
oped for this dataset using hyper-parameter tun-

ing; we do not perform any additional tuning. Our
model code and pre-trained models are available
at https://github.com/allenai/missing-fact.

C ConceptNet sentences

Given a tuple t = (s, v, o), the sentence form is
generated as “s is split(v) o” where split(v) splits
the ConceptNet relation v into a phrase based on
its camel-case notation. For example, (belt buckle,
/r/MadeOf, metal) would be converted into “belt
buckle is made of metal”.

D Text retrieval

For each span ŝ and answer choice ci, we query
an ElasticSearch 17 index on the input text corpus
with the “ŝ + ci” as the query. We also require
the matched sentence must contain both the span
and the answer choice. We filter long sentences
(>300 characters), sentences with negation and
noisy sentences18 from the retrieved sentences.

17https://www.elastic.co/
18Sentences are considered clean if they contain alpha-

numeric characters with standard punctuation, start with an
alphabet or a number, are single sentence and only uses hy-
phens in hyphenated word pairs


